
THE BLUNDER OF GOD 

“Is man one of God's blunders? Or is God one of man's blunders?” – Nietzsche 
“Religion, n. A daughter of Hope and Fear, explaining to Ignorance the nature of the Unknowable”  – 
Ambrose Bierce: The Devil’s Dictionary 

CREATIONISM, REPRESSION AND ANTI-CATHOLICISM 

The basalt columns at the Giant’s Causeway were formed about 60 million years ago as a result 
of volcanic action. Three lava outflows occurred known as the Lower, Middle and Upper Basaltic. 
The hexagonal columns occur in the middle basalt layer, and the same formations can be seen at 
Staffa in Scotland. They also occur in the surrounding landscape of North Antrim  and many 
other parts of the world. The fascinating pattern that we see in the causeway stones formed as a 
result of rock crystallisation under conditions of accelerated cooling. This usually occurs when 
molten lava comes into immediate contact with water. The subsequent fast cooling causes 
cracking and results in what we see today. 

For all credible scientists, evolution is a fact and the universe is about 13.7bn years old. The earth 
itself is about 4.57bn years, not 6,000 years old, as Archbishop Ussher imagined. These facts are 
established in physics, chemistry, biology, geology and astronomy, to name only a few scientific 
disciplines. Astronomy tells us that the stars we see in the sky are billions of years old, a 
knowledge of erosion tells us that it took millions of years to create the 300-mile long Grand 
Canyon, and continental drift, or plate tectonics, shows us how the earth's continents have 
drifted over the Earth's surface over hundreds of millions of years. Archaeology, 
palaeontology, genetics and dendrochronology all prove that life is many many times older than 
6,000 years. For example, dendrochronology tells us that trees still exist which were alive 11,000 
years ago. 

As far as the Giant’s Causeway is concerned, thanks to physicists like Rutherford, radiometric 
dating is used to determine the age of rocks and minerals from the decay of their radioactive 
elements and it has been in widespread use for over half a century. There are over 40 such 
techniques, such as radiocarbon dating, each using a different radioactive element or a different 
way of measuring them. These radiometric dating techniques agree with each other and  
present a coherent picture in which the Earth was formed and evolved over billions of years. 

Rocks are made up of many individual crystals, and each crystal is usually made up of at least 
several different chemical elements such as iron, magnesium, silicon, etc. Most of the elements 
in nature are stable and do not change. However, some elements are not completely stable in 
their natural state. Some of the atoms eventually change from one element to another by a 
process called radioactive decay. If the original element, called the parent element, is 
unstable, the atoms decay to another element, called the daughter element, at a predictable 
rate. This process tells us that the Giant’s Causeway was formed about 60 million years ago. 

Yet, along with the scientific view, the National Trust initially decided to include an interactive 
audio exhibition which also explained the creationist view of the site’s origin, i.e. that the basalt 
columns were formed around 4,500 years ago as a result of Noah’s flood. Young Earth 
creationists generally follow Archbishop Ussher’s judgment that the earth was created by God 
about 6,000 years ago (Ussher dated it from 23rd October 4004 BC!). By 'earth', they actually mean 
the entire universe! But the creationists' theory of how the basalt columns were formed as a 
result of the supposed Flood does not even remotely stand up to the test of common sense, let 
alone geological scrutiny. 



When creating the exhibition, the National Trust appeared to have been under pressure from the 
Caleb Foundation, a group which represents evangelical Christians in Northern Ireland and 
includes prominent members of the DUP. The Caleb Foundation said that they ‘worked closely 
with the National Trust over many months’ on the project. In the Belfast Telegraph (7th July 2012) 
North Antrim DUP MLA Mervyn Storey admitted that he lobbied the National Trust on behalf of 
the Caleb Foundation. The South Down MLA Jim Wells, NI’s future Health Minister, welcomed the 
‘very tangential and not very hard-hitting reference to creationism’ at the Causeway and said he 
would like to see a creationist viewpoint in the Ulster Museum (Newsletter, 7th July 2012). 

Putting creationist views on display in a National Trust site gave them an unfair appearance of 
legitimacy. It is false to claim that there is still a ‘debate’ going on over the origins of the Giant’s 
Causeway, because the creationist viewpoint has no scientific evidence to back it up, and it 
is completely wrong to portray it on an equal footing with the genuine scientific account. In the 
end, an outcry forced the National Trust to abandon the creationist display, but the case 
indicates the pressure any organisation is under from the forces of religious backwardness in 
Northern Ireland. Creationist political interference in the province has a history. In 2010 Nelson 
McCausland, then Northern Ireland‘s fundamentalist Christian Culture Minister, wrote to the 
Ulster Museum asking it to include exhibits reflecting the view that the universe was created 
only a few thousand years ago. He claimed that the inclusion of anti-Darwinian theories in the 
museum was ‘a human rights issue’. 

In intervening, McCauland made several fundamental errors. Firstly, the government should not 
compromise the independence of a public educational institution. This smacks of Nazi or 
Communist dictatorship. It’s akin to the government telling the BBC not to include broadcasts 
critical of it or ordering teachers to include young earth creationism in their biology or history 
classes. Secondly, a museum or a natural history visitor centre is a place for collecting and 
displaying objects of scientific, historical or artistic value. What it includes under those categories 
is a matter for professional experts, not governments nor pressure groups nor the public in 
general for that matter. McCausland said that he had ‘a common desire to ensure that museums 
are reflective of the views, beliefs and cultural traditions that make up society in Northern 
Ireland’. But knowledge is determined by evidence, not by head counts. It is not a matter of 
democratic votes. Even here, the Young Earth Creationist view is held by only a minority of 
Christians. Moreover, why only Christian creationist views? Other religions have other creationist 
myths. In a multicultural society, balance would require reference to other creationist stories. 

This matter is not a conflict between religion and atheism or Humanism. Most Christians, 
including the Catholic Church and most modern Protestant denominations, accept evolution as 
fact. Indeed, the Catholic Church has accepted evolution since 1950. It’s entirely possible to be a 
creationist in the simple sense of believing that a god created the universe without believing 
that it was done only 6,000 years ago in 6 days. To repeat, Young Earth creationism is a minority 
belief, even among the world’s Christians. Humanists and many Christians believe that it is 
wrong to give Young Earth creationist views space in publicly-funded museums or visitor centres 
that explain natural history, or in school science lessons or science textbooks. 

The question has to be asked: why does political Protestantism in Northern Ireland persistently 
give Christianity a bad name? It appears to be dominated by backward, intolerant and bigoted 
opinions which continue to make the province the laughing stock of the civilised world. If it is 
not creationism, it is sexuality. Why are they so killjoy and negative about it? And why do they 
reserve their special intolerance for homosexuals? In 2007, Iain Paisley Junior told a magazine 
that gay people 'repulse' him and harm society. In 2008 Iris Robinson told the Nolan Show that 
homosexuality was an 'abomination' and made her feel sick and 'nauseous'. She later told a 
parliamentary committee that homosexuals were worse than paedophiles.  



Edwin Poots, as Minister of Sport, attacked the formation of a gay rugby team in 2008 on the 
spurious grounds that he couldn't fathom why people saw the necessity to develop an apartheid 
in sport. Later, as Minister of Health, he refused to follow the rest of the UK in relaxing legislation 
on the donation of blood by gay men. Poots stated that he would uphold the ban, despite the 
fact that Northern Ireland accepts blood from other parts of the kingdom. In February 2012 he 
told the Belfast Telegraph that blood donations from prostitutes are less dangerous than those 
from gay men. 
Then Lord Maginnis, again on the Nolan Show, called homosexuality 'unnatural and deviant' and 
a 'rung on the ladder' to bestiality. He stuck by his remarks the next day on the same programme 
and received a measure of backing from Lord Kilclooney, who said that there was widespread 
support for Maginnis's opposition to gay marriage. 

If it is not homophobia, it is a deep-seated anti-Catholicism that has permeated Protestant 
politics for centuries and retarded a more healthy and progressive culture. We see it in burnt 
papal effigies every 11th night and we hear it in speeches at every 12th, including endless 
references to the 'antichrist' and the 'errors of Romanism'. The late Iain Paisley called the pope 
‘the antichrist’ and told a loyalist rally in 1969 that Catholics “breed like rabbits and multiply like 
vermin”. Orange marches are ultimately all about banners, drumming and playing tunes of songs 
jeering at or triumphing over their Catholic neighbours. Derry, Aughrim, the Boyne, the 
Diamond, Garvagh, Dolly’s Brae and so on, were all battles or skirmishes which kept the papists 
firmly in their place. 

Why is there such a vocal and influential evangelical Protestantism in Northern Ireland which 
clings to such backward, intolerant and often bigoted views  – on creationism, on 
homosexuality, on abortion, on assisted dying and of course not least on the Catholic Church? 
That is a big question, and we shall avoid giving an immediate and simplistic answer. But what 
we can say, first of all, is that this primitive Protestantism exists within a highly religious society. 
But what exactly does this mean? We shall examine it here and in further chapters. 

RELIGION 

Religion is a slippery concept about which there is much disagreement. Even the Latin origin of 
the word is disputed. Cicero (106-43BCE) thought it stemmed from the word ‘relegare’, meaning 
to reflect on something. Then, perhaps, it is from 'relegere', to read again, or from 'religare',  to 
bind fast. In the latter case it could refer to a bond of piety or to any institution which binds 
people together, just like the family. Definitions reflect this confusion and tend to be either too 
narrow or too vague. It may be taken to mean simply a commitment to certain ideals of life  – 
any committed faith. For many, it is the more narrow belief in and worship of a spiritual or 
supernatural being or beings. Daniel Dennett defines religions as “social systems whose 
participants avow belief in a supernatural agent or agents whose approval is sought” (Breaking 
the Spell, 2006, p9). Yuval Noah Harari in his recent book Sapiens (Harvill Secker, 2014) defined it 
as “a system of human norms and values that is founded on a belief in a superhuman order”. H.L. 
Mencken, in his Treatise on the Gods, said that "whether it happens to show itself in the artless 
mumbo-jumbo of a Winnebago Indian or in the elaborately refined and metaphysical rites of a 
Christian archbishop, its single function is to give man access to the powers which seem to 
control his destiny, and its single purpose is to induce those powers to be friendly to him".   

In this narrow conception, an atheist cannot be religious, nor would he want to be. For others, it 
conveys a much looser and broader idea about the nature of ultimate reality, whatever it is. 
Some believe that we are all on a religious path because it relates to the philosophical questions 



about life and death that most of us have, at one time or another, asked ourselves and others. In 
this view, religion is the quest for meaning. In The Scientific Study of Religion (1970), John Milton 
Yinger writes: "Religion is a system of beliefs and practices by means of which a group of people 
struggles with the ultimate problems of human life". Einstein said that he was religious in the 
sense that he was aware of something that the human mind cannot grasp and whose 'beauty 
and sublimity reaches us only indirectly and as a feeble reflection'. The British philosopher and 
mathematician A.N. Whitehead (1861-1947) defined it mysteriously as “what the individual does 
with his own solitariness”  – a very private activity indeed.  

The French sociologist Émile Durkheim (1858-1917), however, stressed its social function in 
defining religion as "a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that is to 
say set apart and forbidden, beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral community, 
called a church, all those who adhere to them". In other words, it is a product of the collective life 
and an embodiment of the moral requisites of human social existence. Humans are religious 
because they are members of collectivities, and neither individuals nor groups can long exist 
without religious—that is to say, moral—constraint. 

In what follows, I shall be concerned largely with the narrow definition of religion, though that 
should not be taken to imply that a wider conception is not possible. In his book The World's 
Religions Ninian Smart describes seven dimensions of religion, though not all necessarily have all 
these seven aspects: the practical and ritual; the experiential and emotional; the narrative or 
mythic, the doctrinal and philosophical, the ethical and legal, the social and institutional, and the 
material. Thus, saying prayers, singing hymns, sacrificing goats, repeating sacred formulae, 
burning incense, fasting, flagellation, and so on, may be as much part of ‘religion’ as, say, the 
Argument from Design  – even if it is difficult to see the common connection between ancient 
ritual and philosophical argument. In other words, religion in this view is not merely assent to 
certain propositions about the nature of life. Rather, it involves what people do in their lives. 

GOD 
If religion is as all-embracing as Smart implies, then the god of philosophy would appear to be 
only one element in a complex tapestry of beliefs, actions and institutions though, as Dennett 
suggests, a religion without God or gods is like a vertebrate without a backbone. The god of the 
philosophers is also a somewhat abstract principle - the First Cause or Grand Watchmaker. How 
do such abstractions connect with the God of Abraham or Noah or the God who ordered Joshua 
to annihilate with the sword ‘everything that breathed’ in the city of Jericho?  The former 
concepts are susceptible to rational argument, whereas the latter stories inhabit a world of faith 
and make-believe. Some of the Bible narratives actually read like a horror film starring Bela 
Lugosi or Boris Karloff as god. Yet philosophy helps us to question and overturn these old myths 
and rituals. And it is invaluable as a means of scrutinising the ethical and social claims made on 
behalf of religion.  

The term ‘God’ is also open to many definitions. For Don Cupitt in The Sea of Faith, it is ‘the sum of 
all our values’. This is a long way from the Judaic-Christian conception of an infinite personal 
spirit who created out of nothing everything other than himself, who is himself eternal and 
uncreated, omnipotent, omniscient and all-loving, and who made his creatures for eventual 
fellowship with himself. Other definitions include: whatever entity (entities) created the universe; 
the prime mover; the uncaused cause; the totality of everything that exists; the all-pervading 
universal force in and of all things which coordinates evolution; or even the partner of our most 
intimate soliloquies. 

The statement that 'God exists' is also problematic in its verb. Some theologians would argue 
that the term ‘exists’ can be applied only to entities within the created realm, so that it is wrong 



to assert of the ultimate creator that he ‘exists’. Thus, according to Paul Tillich and others, the 
question of the existence of a god can be neither asked nor answered. However, we shall not 
adopt this benumbing approach but instead assume that we are referring to the Judaic-Christian 
god and that either He exists or He does not. 

THE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 

There are a number of traditional ‘proofs’ of the existence of such a god. It might be supposed 
that one would be enough, but perhaps there is safety in numbers. Aquinas (1225-74) listed five 
'proofs': the unmoved mover, the uncaused cause, the cosmological argument, the argument 
from degree and the teleological argument. However, the first three are essentially variations on 
the same theme. So we shall propose a somewhat different list of five (in her 2010 work of fiction 
Rebecca Goldstein presents, and rebuts, no fewer than 36 arguments).  

The first, which the German philosopher Schopenhauer called a ‘charming joke’, is the 
ontological argument, which tries to prove the existence of God by abstract reasoning alone. 
Ontology studies the nature of being and the word derives from the Greek ontos, which means 
‘being’ or ‘existence’, and logos, which means plan. It maintains that God’s essence proves his 
existence, that indeed existence is part of the definition of God and that God must therefore 
exist. It is an a priori argument, i.e. it rests independently of experience on purely logical 
considerations and if valid would achieve the kind of certainty exhibited by mathematical rules. 
St Anselm (1033-1109) formulated the argument in his Proslogion as follows.  

1. God is a being than which nothing greater can be conceived. 
2. Things which exist in the mind could exist in reality. 
3. Things that exist in reality must be greater than things which exist in the mind. 
4. Therefore God exists in reality and in the mind. 

If we assume that ‘nothing greater’ implies ‘perfect’, then another way of putting it is to say that 
the most perfect and real conceivable being is the idea of a being which must and therefore 
does exist because a non-existent could never be the most perfect and real conceivable being. In 
other words, existence is a perfection and since God is perfect he must exist. Descartes 
(1596-1650) also accepted this argument. The existence of God is part of his essence, he wrote in 
the Meditations, because "existence can no more be separated from the essence of God than 
can ... the idea of a mountain from the idea of a valley". 

The argument is fallacious. It is not one of the 'proofs' offered by Aquinas, who rejected it on the 
grounds that it is not self-evident that God exists. He suggested that we cannot know the nature 
of God and, therefore, cannot conceive of God in the way Anselm proposed. David Hume also 
rejected it on the grounds that we cannot prove a matter of fact by a priori reasoning. We simply 
cannot deduce from a mere concept an existing reality which corresponds to that concept. He 
also suggested that any concept of God we may have, we can conceive either of existing or of 
not existing. Existence is not a quality or perfection, so a completely perfect being need not exist 
and it is therefore not a contradiction to deny God's existence. 

Hume is correct. We can all dream dreams of perfect love, perfect happiness, perfect peace, and 
so on, but it is invalid to suggest that they exist outside our imagination. Arguably, a perfect 
being is in the same category: it is a dream, not a reality. Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason 
disposed of the argument by saying that existence is not a real predicate. "Our consciousness of 
all existence belongs exclusively to the field of experience; any alleged existence outside this 
field is of the nature of an assumption which we can never be in a position to justify". He later 



adds: "We can no more extend our stock of insight by mere ideas than a merchant can better his 
position by adding a few noughts to his cash account". 

And there it ought to rest. But theists don’t give up that easily. Modern attempts to rescuscitate 
Anselm tend to focus on his reply to the Benedictine monk Gaunilo of Marmoutiers, a 
contemporary of Anselm, who wrote a response to Proslogion called Reply On Behalf of the Fool. 
(in his argument Anselm had addressed the fool, who in the words of Psalm 14, “hath said in his 
heart, there is no God”). Gaunilo, in common with many theologians of the time, rejected the 
notion that we mere mortals could have any possible conception of God or understanding of His 
nature. St Anselm, he believed, was trying to do just that by going beyond what we understand 
by sensible experience. So he tried to show that such logic would force one to conclude that 
many things exist which it is certain do not. The argument could be used to prove the existence 
of anything. Imagine, he says, there is a ‘lost island’, the greatest or most perfect island 
conceivable because of its abundance of food, supplies etc. The following syllogism in 
abbreviated form could be applied: 

1. We can perceive of a perfect island. 
2. A perfect island must be more perfect in reality than in the mind. 
3. Therefore a perfect island exists. 

Anselm wrote a short Reply to Gaunilo. The island, he said, cannot be defined as perfect or that 
than which no greater island can be conceived because you can always better an island (by 
adding more sand, more beaches or more palm trees, etc), whereas you cannot better God. 
Moreover, Anselm continues, if Gaunilo refers to chapter III of the Proslogion, he will see that the 
island is a contingent thing whereas God is a necessary being.  A contingent thing or being 
logically might not have been and depends for its existence on other things or beings. If our 
parents had never met, we would not exist, for example. A necessary thing or being, on the other 
hand, could not be other than what it is: 2 plus 2 must always equal 4. It should be obvious by 
now that Anselm, and indeed any other defender of this argument, is merely playing with words. 
Existence has become part and parcel of the meaning of the term ‘God’. Anselm is now saying 
that: 

1. God is a necessary being. 
2. A necessary being must exist. 
3. Therefore God exists. 

No matter how it is dressed up, this is a silly argument which demonstrates that God is nowhere 
except in some people’s heads, but modern theists who desperately hold on like grim death to 
all the traditional arguments lest admitting the falsity of one becomes the thin end of a total 
theological freefall, cannot let go of it. So they have devised definitional ontological arguments, 
conceptual ontological arguments, modal ontological arguments, experiential ontological 
arguments, mereological ontological arguments, and so on. It should now be obvious that they 
all assume in one or more of their premises what they seek to prove. Parodies of the argument 
are legion, but suffice to say that it could be used to ‘prove’ the existence of the Devil. 

1. The Devil is a being than which nothing worse can be conceived. 
2. Things which exist in the mind could exist in reality. 
3. It is worse for a thing to exist in reality than in the mind. 
4. Therefore the Devil exists in reality and in the mind. 

THE COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 



A second so-called 'proof' is the cosmological argument. The term originates with Kant and 
derives from the Greek kosmos, meaning ‘cosmos’ or ‘universe’, and logos meaning ‘blueprint’ or 
‘plan’. It is basically the argument that the world is unintelligible without the existence of God, 
that indeed the world’s very existence also proves God’s existence. It is sometimes referred to as 
the first cause argument, though there are a number of different formulations. A simple version 
would be to state that: 

1. Everything that exists has a cause of its existence. 
2. The universe exists. 
3. Therefore the universe has a cause of its existence. 
4. That cause is God. 
5. Therefore God exists. 
 

The first cause argument goes back to Plato in his Laws. In order for there to be causes 
undergoing and transmitting changes, there must be an uncaused cause to originate the 
movement. Plato further suggested that the only kind of reality with the power of spontaneous 
movement is soul. In the Metaphysics Aristotle writes that change implies an ultimate 
unchanging source of movement because there cannot be an infinite regress of causes. “If there 
is nothing eternal, then there can be no becoming: for there must be something which 
undergoes the process of becoming, that is, that from which things came to be; and the last 
member of this series must be ungenerated, for the series must start with something, since 
nothing can come of nothing”. 

Another formulation is the argument from contingency, which is the third of the ‘Five Ways’ or 
arguments for the existence of God outlined by Aquinas in his Summa Theologica and draws on 
the distinction between things that exist necessarily and things that exist contingently. He 
suggests that there must be a good reason why things exist or, as Leibniz put it in his 
Monadology (1714), there must be a ‘sufficient reason’ why something exists. The argument 
assumes that each item in nature points beyond itself  – logically, it could have not have been, 
and its existence is contingent on something else for its sufficient explanation. Therefore, either 
the regress of explanations run out to infinity, with the result that nothing is ever finally 
explained, or else it must terminate in a self-sufficient or necessary being which neither needs 
nor is capable of further explanation.  

This formulation could be expressed as follows: 

1. Everything that exists contingently has a reason for its existence. 
2. The universe exists contingently. 
3. Therefore the universe has a reason for its existence. 
4. The reason for its existence is a necessary being which is not contingent, i.e. God. 
5. Therefore God exists. 

This argument is easily challenged. What, for example, does it mean by a ‘necessary being’? 
Logically the word ‘necessary’ is only applied to analytic propositions which it is self-
contradictory to deny. And why cannot the universe be its own reason for existing? Hume makes 
this point in his Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (1779) when he says that if you explain 
each individual contingent thing in the universe you are actually explain the universe, and it is a 
fallacy of composition to suppose that you still have to explain the existence of the universe as a 
whole. 



Kant also questioned the term ‘necessary being’ and suggested that it renders the cosmological 
argument the first step of the ontological argument or a concealed version of it. We  never have 
any justification for assuming that the series of contingently existing things terminates in 
something absolutely necessary. Even if we could legitimately form the idea of something 
absolutely necessary, we can never prove the actual let alone necessary existence of such a thing 
from its concept because, once again, being is obviously not a real predicate. Being or existence 
is not something we can properly include in a concept but is actually something we add to a 
concept when we say that the concept has an object. Kant is of course absolutely right: we 
cannot prove the existence of a god from His concept alone. Indeed Kant insists correctly that all 
the traditional arguments illicitly assume the existence of something that is a mere idea.  

 In his book Think, Simon Blackburn mentions the story of the Indian philosopher who, when 
asked what the world rested on, replied ‘an elephant’, and when asked what the elephant rested 
on, replied ‘a tortoise’; and when asked what the tortoise rested on, begged to change the 
subject. Is it easier to assume that the universe is self-caused or that the universe is caused by a 
god who is self-caused? Applying Occam’s Razor – the principle of reducing assumptions to the 
absolute minimum – the former is the more appropriate assumption, whereas the latter makes 
another unsupportable statement. The same point applies to the contingency argument. It may 
be the universe itself which neither needs nor is capable of further explanation. As Bertrand 
Russell suggested in Why I Am Not a Christian (1967), “I should say that the universe is just there, 
and that’s all”. Or, as Hawking puts it in A Brief History of Time, "if the universe is really completely 
self-contained, having no boundary or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end; it would 
simply be. What place, then, for a creator?" 

In The Kalam Cosmological Argument (1979) William Lane Craig adopted an argument presented 
by the Kalam school of philosophy in medieval Islam which assumes that, since actual infinity is 
not possible, the universe must have begun in a moment of time, which is caused by God. This 
approach highlights the paradox of the entire cosmological argument, based as it is on the 
ancient idea that nothing can come of nothing. For it argues the precise opposite, namely that 
God created the universe out of nothing. Superficially, the Big Bang might assume a creator, but 
most scientists think that it occurred ‘out of nothing’, or even that it is part of a series of events in 
which the universe expands, then shrinks, and then the process repeats itself forever in an 
oscillating universe. There may also be other Big Bangs in other universes and indeed we may be 
part of a multiverse or infinity of universes. 

We might also add that a 'first cause' or ‘prime mover’  is not an ultimate explanation of anything 
unless we can explain this unmoved mover and its motives for creating the universe in the first 
place. Why is the first cause assumed to a personal being called ‘God’? What did it seek to 
achieve? What benefits did it intend to bring about? Why was it not 'self-sufficient'? Does it have 
'human' desires? Is it, indeed, in any way like ourselves? Was it lonely on its own? Did it create us 
for companionship? Or as a toy? Or even as a victim? Unless we can answer at least some of 
these questions satisfactorily a god as prime mover really explains very little of any significance.  

THE TELEOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 

A third 'proof' is the so-called teleological argument (from the Greek ‘teleos’, meaning ‘purpose’ 
or ‘aim’, and logos, meaning ‘blueprint’ or ‘plan’). This is the argument from design. It says that 
nature displays such order, complexity and beauty that it must have been purposely designed in 
this way  – like a watch in the analogy made by many writers, most famously the English 
clergyman and theologian William Paley, whose work Natural Theology appeared in 1802. Paley 
writes about finding a stone and a watch while crossing a heath. We would regard the stone as 



part of nature but see the watch as an artifice put together for a purpose. Just as the watch 
implies a watchmaker, so an eye implies an eye-maker, and, according to Paley, that “would be 
alone sufficient to support the conclusion which we draw from it, as to the necessity of an 
intelligent creator”. And, since the universe is even more intricate and complex than a watch, it 
must have a great architect or designer behind it, namely God, who designed the stone and 
everything else. 

Another way of expressing Paley’s view of purposeful design is simply to say that there is striking 
regularity and order in the universe, which seems to conform to basic scientific laws and that this 
orderliness requires some kind of explanation. For example, the law of cohesion ensures that 
objects hold together and the law of gravity ensures that stones will fall. Indeed the universe is 
so fine-tuned that it seems to have been designed to support life on earth  –  in the words of the 
British astronomer Fred Hoyle, it looks like a 'put-up job'. The so-called anthropic principle is 
sometimes presented as an updated version of Paley's watchmaker, though this is not so: the 
principle merely states that the properties of the universe are consistent with the existence of 
intelligent observers. However, it is often used by theists to argue for a universe intelligently 
designed for human habitation on the grounds that if the physical properties of the universe are 
precisely the values necessary to produce life, then it is unlikely that life arose by chance. God is 
thus seen as the fine-tuner who created a life-friendly universe. 

The teleological argument can be presented in biological or cosmic form. First, it is argued that 
organisms have features that enable them to adapt to the environment. The eye, for example, 
helps us to survive by perceiving objects around us, yet if parts of it were slightly different, we 
would not be able to see. Second, in cosmic terms, the universe itself obeys certain stable laws 
and has certain physical features that permit human life to exist. For example, our sun is neither 
too hot nor too cold and the zone around it in which we exist – known as the Goldilocks zone  – 
is not too hot or too cold but just right to allow our planet to have liquid water. Also, as a result 
of the unique properties of the hydrogen atom, water itself is lighter in its solid than its liquid 
form and therefore ice floats, yet if it didn't the oceans would freeze from the bottom up and 
earth would be covered in solid ice. Of course, if earth were not located precisely where it is, then 
we might also not have AIDS viruses, congenital deformities, or even death itself.  

We also have to realise that there are possibly 30 billion planets in our galaxy and 100 billion 
galaxies in the universe. Indeed the tract of space-time that we inhabit may be just one of an 
infinite number of universes. If we inhabit a multiverse, then the chances of life somewhere out 
there are even greater. Even if there is only a billion to one chance of life, it is clear from the 
foregoing numbers that in our galaxy alone there could be 30 planets which are inhabited by life 
forms. 500 years ago Copernicus replaced the earth-centred model of the planetary system with 
a sun-centred model. Now, believers in intelligent design are again trying to place humankind 
centre-stage. But they are ignoring the distinct possibility of life in many other planets in a 
multiverse. 

One obvious but important point is that, even if valid, the teleological argument points not to a 
singular designer but several. Just as several people are involved in the making of a watch, so the 
more complex the design in the living world, the greater the number of designers that would be 
necessary. To illustrate, a paper plane is easily designed by one person, but a space shuttle 
requires hundreds of people to get going. The complexity of the universe(s), by this logic, is so 
great that it would require many gods to construct: multigods in a multiverse. As David Hume 
wrote: “A great number of men join together in building a house or ship, in rearing a city, in 
framing a commonwealth: why may not several Deities combine in contriving and framing a 
world ?”   



(Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion). In this reasoning, the sun would be made by a sunmaker, 
the snow by a snowmaker, life by a lifemaker, and so on. We do not have to assume that any one 
of these deities has any supreme intelligence. Indeed, considering some of the deficiencies of 
nature, we might conclude that some of them are, in Hume’s words, ‘stupid mechanics’. 

Paley’s argument is actually based on an internal contradiction and several flaws. First, he implies 
that the watch is both different from nature which, in the form of the stone, is uncomplicated 
and random, and also similar to nature, in the form of the eye, in being complex and ordered. 
Second, he illogically assumes that because two different objects have a common quality i.e. 
complexity, therefore they must have another common quality, i.e. a watchmaker/designer. We 
also have the problem of who designed the designer? Watchmakers have fathers, after all. Nor 
are watches made out of nothing: they require many different people producing at least 130 
components, including the basic metal, a mainspring, balance wheel, escapement, gear train, 
winding stem, dial train, and so on, whereas Paley’s deity apparently made the universe ex nihilo. 
Finally, as Hume indicated, we can only ascribe to a cause whatever qualities are needed to 
produce the effect. So the design argument, if valid, would only prove the existence of a 
designer. It would not prove that this being has any of the other attributes commonly ascribed 
to a god, such as omnipotence, omniscience and omnibenevolence. 

The eye is not in any case, like Paley’s watch, a model of perfection. As Richard Dawkins pointed 
out, the human eye is wired backward. In all vertebrate eyes the ‘wire’ from each of three million 
light-sensitive retinal cells passes in front of the retina, and the collection is bundled into the 
optic nerve, creating a blind spot. This arrangement of wires leading away from the backside, not 
light side, of the light-sensitive cells is the reverse of what any good designer would construct. 
On the other hand, the wires do lead from the backside of the separately evolved eyes of the 
squid, octopus, and other cephalopods. The notional designer would thus appear to favour 
squid over humans. The eye is also subject to several weaknesses, such as astigmatism, macula 
degeneration and presbyopia.  

Other parts of our anatomy could have been better ‘designed’. Our bones lose minerals after the 
age of thirty, our muscles atrophy, and our leg veins become large and twisted. The openings of 
our tubes for breathing and swallowing are so close that we often choke. The appendix serves 
no apparent purpose, but it is infection-prone, leading to inflammation and potentially fatal 
appendicitis. The male prostate gland enlarges in later life and impedes urine flow. A better 
designed human, one that would live to a hundred in better health, would have bigger ears, 
rewired eyes, a curved neck, a forward-tilting torso, shorter limbs and stature, better padding 
around joints, a reversed knee joint, and more  – though he or she would not be very pretty by 
our present standards. 
     
What we observe in nature is not design in Paley’s sense. It is order, pattern, symmetry. If he had 
referred to a plant instead of a stone the point would be easily made that a human being is an 
organism like the plant rather than a machine like the watch, and perhaps even the universe 
itself is an organism which grows and reproduces in a regular manner. Thus 'laws of nature' are 
simply our way of describing how things behave. Many of them are statistical averages such as 
would emerge from the laws of chance. Nor were human beings 'designed'. It is not that the 
environment was made to be suitable to us, but that by slow, gradual, cumulative selection we 
grew to be suitable to it. As Richard Dawkins suggests, the only watchmaker in nature is the 
blind force of physics and, as far as life is concerned, the blind watchmaker is natural selection 
(The Blind Watchmaker, Penguin, 1988, p5). 

In other words, the argument from design has been shown to be false by Darwinism. The 
discovery of fossils, the existence of transitional species, the DNA and anatomical connections 



between humans and other animals, the use of animals in medical research, even the 
observation of evolution in the laboratory, all falsify the hypothesis of a God who created 
separate, unchanging species of life-forms at one time. Indeed evolution implies that humanity 
was an accident and not a special creation. However, while evolution explains steps in the 
process of the development of life, it does not appear to explain the origin of life itself, which 
means that some prebiological process may have been involved.  

Some theists argue that the original non-living matter  – which they call the ‘original replicator’  – 
from which the first living thing evolved must have been created rather than evolved, but 
biologists and chemists have long identified a number of naturally occurring molecules and 
crystals that can replicate in ways that could lead to natural selection. We can trace life back 
almost 4 billion years, about half a billion years after the earth was formed. Was there a 
spontaneous creation in which a random primordial soup of chemicals created the first living 
cell? Or was there perhaps an active generative phenomenon in which mutation and selection 
were already acting on molecules and when some of them began reproducing, outcompeting 
the others, then life began? 

Since the late 1980s attempts have been made to revive the teleological argument, and the term 
‘Intelligent Design’ surfaced in America after ‘creation science’ was ruled to be a religious concept 
and therefore constitutionally unfit to be taught in public schools. Its supporters maintain that it 
leaves open the question of who the designer might be. Nevertheless, it is really a religious 
concept cloaked in the language of science and nothing more than stealth creationism, neo-
creationism or, if you like, creationism dressed up in a lab coat. In 1996 Michael Behe, a 
biochemist, published Darwin’s Black Box: The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution, in which he 
argues that complex biological structures could not possibly have been produced gradually by 
evolution because they possess a quality he calls irreducible complexity and cannot function 
unless each of their parts is in place.  Since natural selection can only choose among systems 
that are already working, there is no way that Darwinian mechanisms could have fashioned the 
complex systems found in living cells. And if such systems could not have evolved, they must 
have been designed. Examples are the lens and retina of the eye and the molecular components 
of blood clotting. Or, to simplify, a bird cannot fly without hollow bones, avian wing structure, 
and feathers. Take away any of these components, and flight is impossible. 

This is patent nonsense. Fossil evidence indicates that a reptile mutation produced pinnate 
scales and, through a process of natural selection, the scales became feathers. After feathers 
evolved, front legs evolved to wing structures. Further down the line, natural selection favoured 
birds with hollow bones. To suggest that each and every piece of a machine, mechanical or 
biochemical, must be assembled in its final form before anything useful can emerge is just plain 
wrong. ‘Irreducibile complexity’ fails to take into account numerous other pathways that a 
particular organism can evolve through  – it assumes that evolution must go through ‘additive’ 
processes to achieve its conclusion and this isn't the case. For many organs, removal of a part 
may render it useless for its current function, but the organ could have been useful to the 
organism for some other function. Insect wings, for example, before they were large enough to 
be effective for flight, were used as heat-exchange panels. 

Darwin himself pointed out in The Origin of Species that “distinct organs sometimes perform 
simultaneously the same function in the same individual. To give on instance, there are fish with 
gills, at the same time they breathe free air in their swimbladders... one of the two organs might 
with ease be modified and perfected so as to perform all the work by itself, being aided during 
the process of modification by the other organ; and then this other organ might be modified for 
some other quite distinct purpose, or be quite obliterated”. The illustration of the swimbladder in 



fishes demonstrates the important fact that an organ originally constructed for the purpose of 
flotation may be converted into one for a wholly different purpose, namely respiration. 

Some neo-creationists have manufactured other arguments. In Intelligent Design (1999) William 
Dembski claims that design in nature is mathematically demonstrable. The Pythagoreans in the 
6th century BCE declared that “all is number”, and Galileo famously stated that our universe is a 
‘grand book’ written in the language of mathematics. According to him, God is a geometer and 
created the universe as a geometrical pattern. Consider four modern discoveries. Einstein 
upended our universe using nothing more than careful reasoning and mathematical 
calculations. The Higgs Boson was predicted with the same tool as the planet Neptune and the 
radio wave, i.e. with mathematics. Is the universe therefore a mathematical structure? Max 
Tegmark, a physics professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, thinks so, and in Our 
Mathematical Universe (2014) he suggests that we are all part of a giant mathematical object, 
which in turn is part of a huge multiverse. This intriguing theory seems to be a flight of fancy: 
most scientists don’t buy it and maintain that mathematics is a human construction. However, 
the theory of a multiverse conflicts with Intelligent Design because it argues that our universe is 
one of an infinite collection of universes that has existed and will exist for ever. 

There is one final point to be made about the teleological argument. Return to the beginning 
and Paley’s analogy of the watch. It is designed for something, i.e. to show the time. Theists are 
so preoccupied with trying to prove design in the universe that they generally fail to address the 
question of why a God made it. We are back with the questions we posed in the cosmological 
argument. Why, for example, did God create such a vast universe and other planets if there is 
only life on earth? Why did he create human beings at all? Why did he create Hitler and Stalin as 
well as the Buddha and Confucius? Why did he create mosquitos, tsetse flies and carpet vipers? 
When asked such questions, the usual reply is either that he did it for his own glory or that his 
purpose is a mystery. We are thus left with the concept of a mixed up, enigmatic, egotistical deity 
whose creation appears to lack any coherent sense. 

THE MORAL ARGUMENT 

The so-called moral argument has many possible formulations. Aquinas in his Summa 
Theologica, written between 1265 and 1274, states that “there must be something which is to all 
beings the cause of their being, goodness and every other perfection: and this we call God”. 
Kant, who dismissed the three previous arguments, concluded that the only reason we have for 
believing in God was our own morality. For him, it is not religion that grounds morality, but 
morality that grounds religion. He argues that our moral nature makes it necessary for us to 
believe in God as the ultimate good. But Kant avoided saying plainly that God actually exists, and 
he rejected the idea that our moral sense comes from God. 

This is important, because many formulations of this argument claim that without God, there is 
nothing left of morality. In The Brothers Karamazov (1880) Dostoevsky has Ivan say: "If there is no 
God,  then everything is permitted". In other words, without God there are no objective moral 
values and there is no binding duty to be good. John Locke accepted this kind of argument in 
his Letter Concerning Toleration (1689) when he refuses toleration to non-believers because 
“promises, covenants and oaths, which are the bonds of human society, can have no hold upon 
an atheist”. C.S. Lewis also supported this argument. In Mere Christianity (1952) he suggests that 
there is something over and above our observations of the natural world, something “which is 
directing the universe, and which appears to me as a law urging me to do right and making me 
feel responsible and uncomfortable when I do wrong”. 



The major problem with this Karamazov defence was posed by Plato in the Euthyphro. Socrates 
asks whether the holy is beloved by the gods because it is holy or holy because it is beloved by 
the gods. For instance, if the gods were to decree that all left-handed people be slaughtered, 
would it be right to do so? To put it negatively: is an act forbidden by a god because it is wrong, 
or wrong because a god says it is? Bertrand Russell disposes of this argument as follows: "If you 
are quite sure that there is a difference between right and wrong, you are then in this situation: is 
that difference due to God's fiat or is it not? If it is due to God's fiat, then for God himself there is 
no difference between right and wrong, and it is no longer a significant statement to say that 
God is good. If you are going to say, as theologians do, that God is good, you must then say that 
right and wrong have some meaning which is independent of God's fiat, because God's fiats are 
good and not bad independently of the mere fact that he made them" (Why I am not a Christian).  

If we say that the will of God determines what is good, then we are implying a tautology that 
God commands what God commands and that if his divine whim orders us to kill, burn or rape, 
then we should do it, which is precisely what the Jewish people in the Old Testament believed. In 
his Discourse on Metaphysics (1686) the German philosopher Leibniz said of this divine command 
ethics: “So in saying that things are not good by any rule of goodness, but merely by the will of 
God, it seems to me that one destroys, without realising it, all the love of God and all his glory. 
For why praise him for what he has done if he would be equally praiseworthy in doing exactly 
the contrary?” 

If we assume that God commands right conduct because it is right, then we are implying that 
there is a standard of right and wrong that is independent of God’s will. John Stuart Mill was very 
dismissive of the Divine Command Theory. In 1865 he wrote: “Whatever power such a being may 
have over me, there is one thing which he shall not do: he shall not compel me to worship him. I 
will call no being good, who is not what I mean when I apply that epithet to my fellow creatures, 
and if such a being can sentence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will go”. Humanists 
would thus reject the notion that religion provides an adequate basis for morality. To be an 
independent moral agent implies that we are autonomous decision-makers who act according 
to precepts of which we intellectually and emotionally approve ourselves. And this is the crucial 
point: morality springs from human needs and human interests. Humanist codes of ethics are 
based on human reason, human experience and human compassion, not the arbitrary dictates 
of a deity. 

A great difficulty in suggesting that God established morality is that the God as depicted in some 
holy books such as the Bible and the Koran did not establish what we now recognise to be 
morality at all. The God of the Old Testament is a monster who drowned nearly everybody 
including children and commanded people to keep slaves, mercilessly slaughter their enemies 
and execute blasphemers, homosexuals and adulterers. Slavery, torture and ethnic cleansing are 
surely wrong by our standards, yet they were sanctioned by ancient deities. And what of the 
morality of atonement in the New Testament? It is surely ethically dubious to suggest that justice 
is satisfied by the sacrifice of an innocent person for the sins of the guilty. 

Another form of the moral argument is that for the remedying of injustice. The existence of a 
god is said to be necessary in order to establish ultimate justice. In the world there is often great 
injustice, the good often suffer and the less good often triumph. Some experience unbearable 
illness, others have rude health. So there must be a god and there must be heaven and hell so 
that in the long run there will be justice. This raises the so-called problem of evil and theodicy, 
which is the branch of theology that attempts to cope with this problem. The term, invented by 
Leibniz in his 1710 work Théodicée, literally means justifying God (from the Greek words theos, 



meaning ‘god’, and dikē, meaning ‘just’). Why does an all-good, all-powerful, all-knowing God 
permit evil or suffering in the world? 

The free will defence is that suffering is due to man’s choice to do evil. But much of the suffering 
is due to natural causes: floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, childhood illnesses. And what of 
animals? The 19th century American agnostic Robert Ingersoll asked: “Who can appreciate the 
mercy of so making the world that all animals devour animals; so that every mouth is a slaughter 
house, and every stomach a tomb? Is it possible to discover infinite intelligence and love in 
universal and eternal carnage?” The 19th century Anglican bishop Charles Gore even suggested 
that  “the pain of  the animal world is the most serious of all objections to the Christian God”. The 
God of Christianity must be either impotent, ignorant or wicked to allow all this suffering. Could 
an all-loving God really have devised such a cold-blooded competition of beast with beast, beast 
with man, man with man, species with species? In River Out of Eden, Richard Dawkins asks: “If 
there is only one Creator who made the tiger and trhe lamb, the cheetah and the gazelle, what is 
He playing at? Is He a sadist who enjoys spectator sports?” In other words, the moral argument, 
far from being a support for God, is a convincing case against the existence of a God. 
  
In Sean Penn's bleak existential detective thriller The Pledge, Jack Nicholson plays retiring Nevada 
cop Jerry Black who vows to a grieving mother to catch a serial murderer who has raped and 
killed her eight-year old daughter. Although a mentally retarded Indian has confessed and then 
shot himself, Black believes he was innocent and, forgetting about retirement, devotes himself to 
finding the true killer. It is as if this obsession can give meaning to an existence that seems to 
have run out of purpose. Eventually, he follows a strong lead and lays a trap with the help of a 
sceptical police team, using ‘live bait’. The twist is that, unknown to all, the killer himself is killed 
in a collision with a tanker en route to the scene of the sting. The officers leave Black, convinced 
that he is senile and that the Indian was guilty all along. Black finally turns to drink. 

The point is that if you are looking for justice in this world, you may have a  futile search, as 
Joseph K. discovers in Kafka’s The Trial, a work which clearly influenced Friedrich Dürrenmatt, the 
Swiss writer of the 1958 novel on which Penn’s film is based. In Kafka’s novel a man is arrested by 
the state but has no redress or argument to make because the charge is never stated as the 
officials are only ‘humble subordinates’ who act under orders from a higher, impersonal 
authority. Is that higher authority the state? Or is it God? Is the ‘trial’ actually a trial given to every 
person by God? If so, then God finds Joseph K guilty for his scepticism and search for truth. 

In Dürrenmatt’s novel, of course, we might say that since the killer dies there is divine retributive 
justice. There may not be human justice but, as the Lord allegedly says, ‘Vengeance is mine; I will 
repay’. But does he repay in this world or the next? Certainly, not here. We look around us and we 
see misery and suffering everywhere. We see children dying of starvation or disease or killed in 
war.  And we also see pockets of luxury and privilege. We see criminals prospering. We see some 
people suffering horrible or painful illnesses, while others exude rude health. We see people 
suffer the loss of loved ones, perhaps at an early age. And we cry out: “Where is the justice?” 

Let’s be clear: we are not just talking about retributive justice where crime, wrongdoing, 
exploitation  abuse etc., all receive their ‘just’ punishment. We are also referring to distributive 
justice - are benefits and burdens shared fairly? - and corrective justice - where losses are 
compensated and gains are appropriated with some good. Those who believe in a god and an 
afterlife will say that the justice comes later. But what evidence is there of such an eventuality? 

Certainly not in a physical sense, for our body dies with us. But certainly not in a theological 
sense either. For the God of the major religions is anything but just, if the sacred texts are taken 



as evidence. Take the Bible again. The god depicted here - far from being a ‘just’ god - is frankly a 
mass murderer who should be charged with crimes against humanity. The earliest example is in 
Genesis where he becomes angry with all of the people on earth and kills every living thing, with 
a few notable exceptions (Genesis 6 and 7). Later, he heeds the prayers of the Jews and helps 
them to slaughter the Canaanites, followed by the subjects of, first, King Sihon of Heshbon and 
then King Og of Bashan (Numbers 21 and Deuteronomy 2 and 3). The Midianites are next for the 
chop (except the virgin girls, of course), followed by Joshua’s conquest of Jericho and the rest of 
Palestine.  It is clear that the god of the Bible commands the Jews to commit genocide against 
the Palestinians. How can we expect such a god to guarantee justice in another life in view of his 
flagrant disregard for justice whenever he intervenes in this world? Believers have a nerve in 
suggesting that moral standards are impossible without a god. On the basis of Holy Writ the 
reverse is the case: morality is only possible when we reject belief in this mass murderer. 

Let’s face it. We would all make a better job of creation if we had the power. It’s not merely a 
matter of free will. There is what we might call ‘natural evil’ in the world as well as ‘moral evil’. The 
latter is due to human actions, but the former arises through no fault of man. For example, an 
excruciatingly painful death resulting from an incurable disease is a natural evil, as is the 
suffering caused by catastrophic natural phenomena such as earthquakes, floods and 
hurricanes. If a god exists then he has made a botched job and should go back to the drawing 
board. Dürrenmatt himself said that humans are a loving God’s failed experiment. There is much 
evidence of failure, but little of love.    

THE ARGUMENT FROM RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 

A fifth 'proof' is the argument from personal experience. It asserts that it is only possible to 
experience that which exists, and therefore the phenomenon of religious experience 
demonstrates the existence of God. In short, if people experience God, then there must be a 
God. In The Existence of God (1979) Richard Swinburne asserts two principles in support of this 
argument. First, he refers to the principle of credulity, which states that: “How things seem to be 
is good grounds for a belief about how things are”. For the most part, we should assume that 
things are the way that they appear to be. Second, there is the principle of testimony, which 
states that, for the most part, we should not doubt what people report about their experience, 
provided there are no special considerations such as being drunk or affected by drugs. If it looks 
like a duck, swims like a duck and quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck. 

The argument goes something like this: 

1. If an entity is experienced, then it must exist. 
2. God is the sort of being that it is possible to experience directly. 
3. People claim to have experienced God directly. 
4. Therefore God exists. 

A number of objections arise here. First, if religious experiences exist, what criteria are there for 
distinguishing the genuine ones from the illusions? To claim that an experience indicates an 
objective fact, there must exist objective and rational methods of demonstration. Otherwise we 
would have to grant the existence of every god that various people have felt to exist, including 
rain gods, tree gods and war gods. Swinburne’s principles are too trusting of the stories people 
tell. To report, for example, that we have ‘seen God’ arguably involves imagination rather than 
perception, so that the object of the experience is not something that exists objectively in the 
world but rather is something that exists subjectively in the mind of the person having the 

experience.  



People often misunderstand the state of their own minds, and the cause of their feelings and 
emotions. Hildegard of Bingen, the 12th century abbess and mystic, claimed to have visions 
from the age of 3 but, from her descriptions of seeing ‘the shade of the living light’, many have 
concluded that she actually suffered from migraine. Epileptic seizures, sleep and food 
deprivation, drugs, hypnosis and neurological disorders can also cause hallucinatory effects. 
Temporal lobe epilepsy is a condition that may have affected a number of the world’s spiritual 
figures, including St. Paul, Mohammed, Joan of Arc and St. Teresa of Avila, the 16th century 
Spanish nun and mystic. The last has been described by one expert as a ‘severe hysterical 
psychotic’. Joseph Breur, Freud’s colleague, described her as ‘the patron saint of hysteria’. So-
called near death experiences in which some people claim to have met Jesus or floated outside 
their own body can be explained by hypoxia, caused by lack of oxygen to the brain and the 
visual cortex in traumatic events. 

A second criticism is the problem of conflicting experiences, which are inevitably shaped by the 
religious traditions in which they occur. Adherents of all faiths claim to have had experiences 
that validate those religions. But they cannot all be valid because the various religions are 
mutually inconsistent. A Catholic may have claim to have visions of the Virgin Mary, as did 
Bernadette of Lourdes, but we would be astonished to a hear a Protestant describing such 
experiences. Neither, of course, would claim to have seen visions of the female Hindu deity 
Lakshmi, the goddess of light, not least because the single Christian god is traditionally male. 

Again, if I gaze in wonder at the night sky or walk in daylight through the woods and experience 
birds singing, the wind blowing on my cheeks, numerous wild flowers in bloom and the sun 
shining through the trees, unless my senses have been impaired, I know that I have experienced 
these things, and I may feel awe at the sheer beauty of nature. But some people go further and 
say that they have experienced something transcending the self or even the actual presence of 
God. But can a god be experienced in this way? Many philosophers, including Aquinas as well as 
Kant, have argued that God is simply beyond our experience  – so much so that for Aquinas our 
ability just to speak of God is strictly limited. It does seem odd that a god would let some people 
but not others ‘experience’ him. In much the same way, He apparently answers some prayers but 
ignores others and performs occasional miracles amidst wholescale disasters. All would appear 
to testify to a highly whimsical deity. 

Finally, it is sometimes said that religion is only for those who need crutches. This seemingly 
frivolous remark actually expresses something quite important. You hear plenty of stories of 
drug addicts, terminal patients, bereaved relatives, murderers, terrorists and unhappy people 
'turning to God'. But it would be absurd if someone said: "I was happy with my life, could cope 
with injustice, was not afraid of death and generally had a sense of wellbeing. Then suddenly I 
accepted Jesus into my heart!" It would be absurd because religion has nothing to offer a person 
like this. Of course, there are many people who are not so gratified with life. They may therefore 
choose to use the idea of a god to fill up the gaps in their happiness, just as others drag in a god 
to account for something which science has not yet explained. 

All the main so-called 'proofs' of the existence of a god are thus seen to be be totally fallacious. 
On the other hand, there are many arguments against the existence of such a being. Can 
perfection create imperfection and yet remain perfect? Can an all-powerful and all-loving being 
create hatred, misery and suffering and yet remain both all-powerful to be able to prevent it and 
all-loving to want to prevent it? If God caused the universe, what caused God? If the universe 
always existed, what role is there for a god anyway? 



Humanists believe that the idea of an all-lowing and all-powerful god belongs to the dustbin of 
history. Nietzsche’s question at the beginning is answered by saying that God is man’s blunder 
and we should throw off the shackles of a discredited, outmoded, repressive, dangerous and 
unnecessary idea and instead assume responsibility for our own lives and the lives of others. We 
should have the courage to rely on ourselves and our own powers. We should think, feel and act 
for ourselves and abide by the logic of results. We should, as Bertrand Russell suggested, 
remember our humanity, and forget the rest. 

                                                                                          


